
Spring 2008
Midterm #1 Form A

MATH 160
(chapters 1- 6) 500 points

Name: .io

SHOW YOUR WORK for questions I - 12. Answers alone are not sufficient here.
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1) The annual salary for police off icers in San Diego is normally
distr ibuted with a populat ion mean of  $55,200 and a populat ion
standard deviation of $18,000. A sample of 35 police off icers
is randomly selected. What is the probabi l i ty  that  their  mean
annual salary is more than $50,000? (round your answer to 4
decimal places) \
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2) A survey was conducted to measure the exercise habits of older
adults. Exercise t imes for older adults are normally distr ibuted
with a mean of 30 minutes per day and a standard deviation of 2
minutes per day . Find the probabil i ty that an older adult
spends between 28 to 33 minutes a day exercising.
(rourid your answer to 4 decimal places) q r X-JA
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3) Human body temperatures are normal ly distr ibuted with a mean
of 98.20 degrees (F) and a standard deviation of .62 degrees
(F). Find the probabil i ty that a randomly selected individual wil l
have a temperature greater than 99.1 degrees (F) ? (round your
answer to 4 decimal places)
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In a survey, students were asked how many hours per week
they spend on studying for a math class. The random variable x
represents the number of hours a student spends on studying for
a math c lass.  (Fi l l  in the missing probabi l i ty  and answer the
questions below)

( Round your answers to the hundredths place)
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a) Find the mean and the standard deviat ion of the
probabi l  i ty distr ibut ion.
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What is
week?

b)

c) Is i t  unusual for a student to study zero hours per week for a

4)

the pro-babi l i ty that a student studies at least t  hour per
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5) A card is drawn from a well-shuffled deck of 52 cards. what is the
probability of drawing a queen or a heart? Based on your answer is
it likelv that you will draw a card that is a heart or a queen? Explain.
(round answer to the thousandths place)
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6) Heights of men on a baseball team have a bell-shaped distribution
with a mean of I72 cm and a standard deviation of 5 cm. Using the
empirical rule, what is the approximate percentage of the men
between 162 cm and 182 cm?

Is{ V+ 2S = l?a*a(s)
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7) An airline estimates that 80% of people booked on their flights
actually show up. If the airline books 64 people on a flight for which
the maximum number is 62, what is the probability that the number of
people who show up will exceed the capacity of the plane? ( You
may leave your answer in scientific notation)
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(Round to 4 decimal places)

B) If 20o/o of the people in a community use the emergency room at
a hospital, f ind these probabil i t ies for a sample of B people;

f '1= B f=- 2-O
a) What is the probabil i ty that at most three used the emergency

room? X--Dt l&t3
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b) What is the probabil i ty that exactly three used the emergency
room? K= 3
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c) What is the probabil i ty that at least f ive used the emergency room?
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9) If 20o/o of the people in a community use the emergency room at
a hospital, for a sample of 8 people, f ind the fol lowing 
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a. Find the mean )ul-- tA ( P\ = E(,26) =(! ,b )g

b. Find the standard deviation (round to 4 decimal plages)--],
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c. For such groups of E, would it  be unusual to get 4 people

using the emergency room? Do not just answer yes/no. ( Use
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10) The weights of newborn babies can be approximated by anormal distr ibut ion.  The mean weight of  a 'newborn is z. t  tbswith a standard deviat ion of  1.28 rbs.  Find the weight that  wourdplace a newborn in the Top 30% of ai l  *" i jntr. ( Round youranswer to the hundredths place) 
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(you may leave your answer in fraction fo.m)

11) A certain-lott? it won by selecting the correct f ive numbers from 1,2,3,...,29.(Assume that there are no repeats)

a' Find the probability of winning if the winning|r,$nu*bers can be
,r., ( ,a 

selected in-any ordel. In other-wo.dr, urru*"Tno?th.;;; in which the
I I r/ | numbers are drawn is not important.
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12) A player must pay $1.00 to play a card game at a local casino.
A player wins $5.00 i f  a SPADE card is selected, $10 i f  a QUEEN
card is selected and $20 if the QUEEN OF SPADES is selected. (
If  any other card is selected the player wins nothing)

Using the information above,
comolete the table. sRode
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a) Find the expected winnings
Round to the nearest cent.

E--zl . rPcl= $1.(L
b) Does the game favor the player or the owner?

2>c> p trage r
c) What must the player pay in order even(E=0)
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Fourteen different second-year medical students measured the blood pressure of the same
person. The sample data below are the systolic readings in mmHg.

132, 140, 132, t32, 140, r43, 136, r37, 136, 143, l2l, 150, 143, 130

(round all answers to the tenths place)

13) Find the standard deviation of the data set.

14) Findthe median ofthe data set. X= | 3to, 5

15) Find the mean of the dutu s"t.-!-;-13L18
'-

Find the variance of the data set. 3^" 5216)

17) Find the mode of the data set. 19l I 43
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Use the following frequency table to answer questions
18 -25 (round to the tenths place when appropriate)

Xql* = '5
18) Find all of the class boundaries
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19) What is I/ (giu. the numerical answer)

20) What is the class width? G

21) What is the cumulative frequency of the 3'd class? 3*

?+tof  t5
22)Whatis the relative frequency of the FOURTH class? lA f 
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23) Find the mean of the data represented by the table above 
7 
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24) Find the standard deviation. S = ? . J

25) Construct a histogram using the frequency for the vertical axis and CLASS
BOUNDARIES or CLASS MIDPOINTS for the horizontal axis.
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Coke Pepsi Store Brand
Cola

Total

Under 21 40 25 20 6>
Ase2l - 40 35 20 30 ,s
Over 40 20 30 35 8S
Total n's q )q a<s

The table below shows the soft drinks preferences of people in three age groups. Find the
totals before answering questions 26 - 28.

If one of the 255 subjects is randomly selected, find the probability that

( keep your answers in fraction form)

26) The person drinks Pepsi or drinks Coke.

P( P.Psi ) + P( c otce ) = ?5= - fa5s
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27)The person is over 40 years of age q they drink Pepsi.
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28) The person drinks tne St2{Cola siven the person is under 2l years of age
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